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Abstract: This work proposes a proactive reactive scheme to mitigate the effect of random permanent node(s) failure on the Ideal Shortest Path Tree (ISPT) Spreading rules in the Wireless Sensor Networks' (WSNs) Contour Guided Dissemination (CGD) protocol. To prove the efficiency of the scheme, simulations have been conducted using the OMNET++ simulator; the simulation results of this work demonstrate how the random node failures affect/degrade the ISPT performance and how the new Proactive Reactive Mitigation (PRM) scheme reinstates the performance by delivering the messages between contour rows with least message loss rate and without introducing an excessive overhead to the used quality of service metrics: average delay, jitter, and throughput compared with the ISPT; its performance is approximately the same of the ISPT.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The promising technology of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) is altering our world because of their ubiquity and suitability in a wide range of applications. Normally, a WSN contains a huge number of resource-constrained nodes, which are deployed either randomly or at prefixed locations, to sense certain physical phenomena. Upon detection, these nodes coordinate among themselves to produce high quality information to be delivered to special nodes called sinks or base stations [1, 2].

Because of the radio range limitations and energy consumption constraints, sensor nodes, which can't communicate directly with the sink(s), can route or disseminate their information to nearby sensors in a multihop fashion until data reach the base station(s) [3]. Thus, many routing and dissemination protocols have emerged. In all of them, the ability to reliably deliver information among nodes is important especially when the network suffers disturbances such as link failure, RF interference, and node failure.

Hence, it is necessary to design dissemination methods that can cope with such disruptions. This work focuses on the design of such method to handle the random node(s) failure in the Ideal Shortest Path Tree (ISPT) spreading scheme of the WSN Contour Guided Dissemination (CGD) protocol.

II. BACKGROUND

Roughly speaking, a WSN can suffer from two types of node failures. The first type is the random individual node failure caused by some internal problem in node, battery drain. The second one is an area failure where the nodes covering an area may fail altogether because of a natural disaster (like an earthquake), bomb explosion, fire, or successful Denial of Service attacks [4]. In both cases, once detected, misbehaving nodes must be isolated from the rest of the sensor network, no longer used by running applications. Hence, other nodes must compensate.

A. Recovering from Node Failure

The permanent effects of node failure should not affect the overall task of the WSN. Defective sensors must be excluded from the communication. One of the ways that is used to overcome such faults is rerouting. Rerouting means the formation of alternative paths to reroute data around failed nodes. Rerouting protocols are classified into two groups [5, 6]:

1) Multi-path Routing Protocols [5, 7]

Multi-path protocols enhance network performance and increase the likelihood that (important) data eventually reaches its destination in the face of failed nodes by maintaining multiple paths between the source and sink at the expense of increased energy consumption and traffic generation. Two distinct mechanisms exist for sending redundant packets through multiple paths, disjoint and braided [8].
2) Single-path with Repair Routing Protocols

Single-path with repair schemes [8] forward data along a single path, repair the path only when a break is detected, and apply local flooding for finding alternative paths. Path repair approaches are different depending on how the original paths are established and what the reason of path break is. Generally speaking, there are two kinds of path repairing: source-initiated path repair and local path repair.

- Source-initiated path repair works such that, when a link failure occurs, the break upstream node creates a route error message, and sends it all the way back to the source. The source node is responsible for finding an alternate path and resending the packet. Source-initiated path repair works fine for short routes. In this sense, source-initiated path repair does not scale to large networks [8].

- Local path repair only informs the immediate upstream node, i.e., the broken path is repaired locally without disturbing the source and other upstream nodes [8].

Comparing multipath with single-path, robustness is achieved through redundancy, which means more energy cost. In a network with low node failure ratio, most of this extra energy consumption is wasted. Compared to multipath routing, single-path routing with local repair is more energy efficient. In any case, energy/robustness trade off should always be kept in mind when designing a WSN routing protocol [8].

III. CONTOUR GUIDED DISSEMINATION PROTOCOL

The traditional dissemination methods commonly disseminate data in a multihop fashion, but they do not fully utilize all the available paths between a pair of nodes [1, 9, and 10]. In contrast, CGD is a multihop multipath forwarding sender-appointed dissemination method, which exploits the location of each node and all of the available shortest paths between a pair of nodes (called source and sink). The CGD protocol relies on four main definitions [11]:

Definition1: CGD uses a fixed 2D grid topology of IxJ embedded nodes, each n(i,j) node has eight neighbors, i.e., CGD uses $E8$ Embedding.

Definition2: In $E8$ Embedding, there exist multiple shortest paths between a pair of nodes n(i,j) and n(q,r) that are located at (i,j) and (q,r) on the 2D grid, respectively. The union of all the shortest paths between source and sink is called Contour. Each path in the contour is different from every other path by at least one edge. The nodes that are at the same distance from the source are collectively referred to as a row in the contour; each row has width $w$, where $w$ refers to the number of nodes in row i. CGD uses $O1$ contours because the source node in $O1$ octant of the 2D plane and the sink is at its center as shown in Fig.1.

Definition3: In $E8$, $O1$, the shape of the contour is determined by the values of $x_{diff}$, $y_{diff}$, $xy_{diff}$, and $k$ where:

\[
\begin{align*}
\delta_{diff}(n(i,j), n(q,r)) &= |q-i| \\
\gamma_{diff}(n(i,j), n(q,r)) &= |r-j| \\
\delta_{diff}(n(i,j), n(q,r)) &= |x_{diff} - y_{diff}| \\
\delta(n(i,j), n(q,r)) &= \left\lfloor \frac{(xy_{diff})}{2} \right\rfloor
\end{align*}
\]

Hence, in $E8$, $O1$, values of $x_{diff}$, $y_{diff}$, $xy_{diff}$, and $k$ determine the general shape of a contour; six contour shapes are raised (uni-path, parallelogram, symmetric and non-symmetric rectangle, symmetric and non-symmetric hexagon). In all of these six shapes, every contour is divided into three regions: expansion, propagation, and contraction [11]; Fig.2 presents these shapes and their three regions.

Definition4: Within contour, three spreading schemes are suggested to disseminate the messages: uniform, optimal, and ISPT spreading [11]; all assume $E8$, $O1$ contours where every node in row i, has a maximum of three reachable downstream nodes in row $i+1$, a maximum of three reachable upstream nodes...
in row \(i-1\), and a maximum of two reachable sidestream nodes on row \(i\). In the ISPT spreading, the source node sends its messages to the sink node along a tree of shortest paths between the two: each of length equals \(\text{Max}(x_{\text{adj}}, y_{\text{adj}})\), i.e., the optimal number of hops between the source and the [11]. Fig.3 shows the ISPT spreading paths.

IV. THE PRESENTED PRM SCHEME

With no node(s) failure presented in the ISPT network, all data is successfully delivered from source to sink, but what happens when some random nodes fail; this certainly affects the ISPT performance. As a solution, data must be rerouted around the failed nodes. Thus, this work presents a Proactive Reactive Mitigation (PRM) rerouting algorithm to extend the ISPT spreading strategy of the CGD dissemination protocol for a scenario that includes nodes failures using pre-established multiple paths between the source and the sink. The idea is to simply modify the ISPT spreading rules of expansion, propagation, contraction, and transition between regions in a way that as soon as a node in row \(i\) (parent node) receives a failure notification(s) from its downstream child node, it would select alternative pre-stated paths, called PRM paths, other than the previously used ISPT ones. Since the effects of failure are considered permanent, this method will keep use every new selected PRM path until the end of the network lifetime.

The suggested PRM scheme is Proactive for using pre-established paths (PRM paths) to reroute data and Reactive because it uses these paths only when node failures occur. The presented model assumes that periodically every node senses its own status and communicates it to its parent(s). If the received status report says that the child is healthy, e.g., its battery is still working; the parent ISPT spreading paths. When the received report says that the child is about to be faulty (e.g., its battery is about to be drained), the parent should use the new PRM established path(s). Fig.4 shows the general behavior that every node within the contour should follow.

A. PRM Rules in the Contour Three Regions

To accomplish the work of the PRM scheme, three general spreading rules have been presented to suit the three contour regions: expansion, propagation, and contraction.

1) PRM Rules in Expansion Region

If \(w\) (odd) is the width of some row in the expansion region of any shaped contour, and \(w+2\) is the width of the next row. If \(N\) is the number of messages handled by each node on the \(w\) width row. Let the nodes on either side of the middle node \(\frac{w+1}{2}\), in the row of \(w\) width, be labeled \(1, 2, 3, \ldots, \frac{w}{2}\) and the nodes on either side of the middle node \(\frac{w+3}{2}\), in the next row, be labeled \(1, 2, 3, \ldots, \frac{w+2}{2}\). Then, the diagonal node with \(i=1\), has two children nodes \(i, i+1\) in the next row, sends all its messages to one of its children if and only if the other child is failed. Each node with \(i=1\), has one downstream node \(i+1\), sends all of its messages to the node \(i\) in the next row if and only if its child node \(i-1\) is failed. The middle node \(\frac{w}{2}+1\), has one downstream node \(\frac{w+2}{2}+1\), evenly divides its messages between the two immediate neighbors \(\frac{w+2}{2}, \frac{w+2}{2}\) of its child in the next row, if and only if \(N\) is even and the child is failed; if \(N\) is odd, it alternatively sends \(\frac{N}{2}, \frac{N-1}{2}\) to the two immediate neighbors of the middle downstream node in the next row.

```matlab
w=input('row width'); % w is the width of the row where current node lies
N=input('No. of messages') % N messages at each node
for i=1:floor((w+2)/2) % n is a node in current row, m is a node in next row
    if i==1 then
        if (mod(N,2))==0 then m(1)=n(1)/2 else m(1)=(n(1)+1)/2; end
        elseif i==floor(w/2)+1; then
            if (mod(N,2))==0 then m(1)=m(1)+1/2 else m(1)=n(1)/2+1; end
        elseif if==floor(w/2)+1; then
            if (mod(N,2))==0 then m(floor((w+2)/2))=n(1)/2 else
            else m(floor((w+2)/2))=n(1)+1/2;
            end;
        end;
    end;
end;
end;
```

Fig.5 compares the old ISPT rules with the new PRM rules in this region.
2) **PRM Rules in Propagation Region**

If \( w \) is the width of some row in the propagation region of any shaped contour, or of the last rows in the expansion and the propagation regions of the non-symmetric rectangle shaped contours. If \( N \) is the number of messages handled by each node on the row with \( w \) width. Let node \( i \) be labeled \( 1, 2, 3, \ldots, w \). Then, the diagonal node with \( i=1 \), has one child node \( i \) in the next row, sends all its messages to its neighbor sidestream node \( i+1 \), in its row, if and only if its child is failed. Each node with \( i=2, 3, \ldots, w \), in the next row, sends all its messages to its neighbor downstream node \( i-1 \), in the row of \( w \) width, be labeled \( 1, 2, 3, \ldots, w-1 \), and the nodes on either side of the middle node \( w \) in the row of \( w \) width, be labeled \( 1, 2, 3, \ldots, \left\lfloor \frac{w-1}{2} \right\rfloor \) and the nodes on either side of the middle node \( \left\lfloor \frac{w-1}{2} \right\rfloor +1 \). Then, the diagonal node with \( i=1 \), has one child node \( i \) in the next row, sends all its messages to its neighbor downstream node \( i-1 \), in its row, if and only if its child is failed. Each node with \( i=2, 3, \ldots, w \), in the row of \( w \) width, be labeled \( 1, 2, 3, \ldots, w \), and nodes on its row, if and only if its child is failed. Each node with \( i=2, 3, \ldots, w \), in the row of \( w \) width, be labeled \( 1, 2, 3, \ldots, w \), and the nodes on either side of the middle node \( \left\lfloor \frac{w}{2} \right\rfloor +1 \), in the next row, be labeled \( 1, 2, 3, \ldots, \left\lfloor \frac{w-1}{2} \right\rfloor \). Then, the middle node \( \left\lfloor \frac{w}{2} \right\rfloor +1 \), evenly divides its messages between the two immediate neighbors \( \left\lceil \frac{w}{2} \right\rceil, \left\lfloor \frac{w}{2} \right\rfloor \) of its child in the next row, if and only if \( N \) is even and the child is failed; if \( N \) is odd, it alternatively sends \( \frac{w+1}{2}, \frac{w-1}{2} \) to the two immediate neighbors of the middle downstream node in the next row.

Extra five rules are presented to deal with some special cases:

4) **PRM Rules for Expansion to Propagation Transition in Non-symmetric Hexagon Contours**

If \( w \) (odd) is the width of the last row in the expansion region of non-symmetric hexagon contour, and \( w+1 \) is the width of the next row, first row in its propagation region. If \( N \) is the number of messages handled by each node on the row with \( w \) width. Let the nodes, in the row with \( w \) width, be labeled \( 1, 2, 3, \ldots, w \), and nodes in the next row, be labeled \( 1, 2, 3, \ldots, w+1 \). Then, each node \( i \), has two children nodes \( i, i+1 \) in the next row, sends all its messages to one of its children if and only if the other child is failed.

![Figure 5. ISPT vs. PRM Rules in Expansion Region](image)

Fig.6 compares the old ISPT rules with the suggested PRM in the propagation region.

**Figure 6. ISPT vs. PRM Rules in Propagation Region**

3) **PRM Rules in Contraction Region**

If \( w \) (odd) is the width of some row in the contraction region of any shaped contour and \( w-2 \) is the width of the next row. If \( N \) is the number of messages handled by each node on the row with \( w \) width. Let the nodes, in the row of \( w \) width, be labeled \( 1, 2, 3, \ldots, \left\lfloor \frac{w}{2} \right\rfloor \) and the nodes on either side of the middle node \( \left\lfloor \frac{w}{2} \right\rfloor +1 \). Then, the diagonal node with \( i=1 \), has one child node \( i \) in the next row, sends all its messages to its neighbor sidestream node \( i+1 \), in its row, if and only if its child is failed. Each node with \( i=1 \), has one downstream node \( i-1 \), sends its entire \( N \) messages to the node \( i \) in the next row if and only if its child node \( i-1 \) is failed. The middle node \( \left\lfloor \frac{w}{2} \right\rfloor +1 \), has one downstream node \( \left\lceil \frac{w-1}{2} \right\rceil +1 \), evenly divides its messages between the two immediate neighbors \( \left\lceil \frac{w-1}{2} \right\rceil, \left\lfloor \frac{w-1}{2} \right\rfloor \) of its child in the next row, if and only if \( N \) is even and the child is failed; if \( N \) is odd, it alternatively sends \( \frac{w+1}{2}, \frac{w-1}{2} \) to the two immediate neighbors of the middle downstream node in the next row.

![Figure 7. ISPT vs. PRM Rules in Contraction Region](image)

Extra five rules are presented to deal with some special cases:
5) PRM Rules for Propagation to Contraction Transition in Non-symmetric Hexagon Contours

If \( w \) (even) is the width of the last row in the propagation region of non-symmetric hexagon contour, and \( w-1 \) is the width of the first row in its contraction region. If \( N \) is the number of messages handled by each node on the row with \( w \) width. Let the nodes, in the row with \( w \) width, be labeled \( 1, 2, 3, \ldots, w \), and the nodes, in the next row, be labeled \( 1, 2, 3, \ldots, w-1 \). Then, node with \( i=1 \), has one child node \( i \), sends its messages to its neighbor sidestream node \( i+1 \), in its row, if and only if its child is failed. Similarly, node with \( i=w \), has one child node \( i-1 \), sends its messages to its neighbor sidestream node \( i-1 \), in its row, if and only if its child is failed. Every other node with \( i \neq 1 \neq w \), has two children nodes \( i, i-1 \) in the next row, sends all its messages to one of its children if and only if the other child is failed. See Fig.9.

\[
\text{w=input('row_width')}\; \text{;} \; \text{w is the width of the row where current node lies}
\]
\[
\text{N=input('No_of_messages')}\; \text{;} \; \text{N messages at each node}
\]
\[
\text{for } i=1:w \; \text{;} \; \text{if } i==1; \; \text{then } \text{n(i+1)=n(i)}
\]
\[
\text{elseif } i==w; \; \text{then } \text{n(i-1)=n(i)}
\]
\[
\text{else}
\]
\[
\text{if } (\text{mod}(N,2))==0 \text{ then}
\]
\[
\text{m(i)=(i+1)=n(i)/2}
\]
\[
\text{else}
\]
\[
\text{m(i)=(n(i)/2)+1 } \text{&& } \text{m(i+1)=(n(i)/2)-1;}
\]
\[
\text{end;}
\]
\[
\text{end;}
\]

6) PRM Rules for Expansion to Contraction Transition in Symmetric Hexagon Contours

If \( w \) (odd) is the width of the (last row in the expansion region) | (first row in the contraction region) of a symmetric hexagon contour. If \( N \) is the number of messages handled by the nodes in the last expansion region row. Let the nodes, in both rows, be labeled \( 1, 2, 3, \ldots, w \). Then, every node \( i=w \), has one child node \( i \), sends its messages to node \( i+1 \), in the next row, if and only if its child is failed. While node \( i=w \), has one child node \( i \), sends its messages to its neighbor sidestream node \( i-1 \), in its row, if and only if its child is failed. See Fig.10.

\[
\text{w=input('row_width')}\; \text{;} \; \text{w is the width of the row where current node lies}
\]
\[
\text{for } i=1:w \; \text{;} \; \text{if } i==w; \; \text{then}
\]
\[
\text{n(i-1)=n(i)}
\]
\[
\text{else}
\]
\[
\text{m(i+1)=n(i)}
\]
\[
\text{end;}
\]

7) PRM Rule for Source Node

If \( N \) is the number of messages handled by source node of any contour shape. Then, the source node will divide its \( N \) messages between the available alive children that reside inside or even outside the contour.

8) PRM Rules for Uni-path Contour with \( w=1 \)

Using rules of 3.2, node \( i \), in a row with \( w=1 \) width of a uni-path shaped contour (compromises only a propagation region), sends its messages to node \( i-1 \), outside the contour, if and only if its child node \( i \), in the next row, is failed. The receiving node \( i-1 \) keeps follow its own path outside the contour to deliver the messages to sink node.

To summarize the overall behavior of the source node, every intermediate node, and sink node in the PRM scheme, flowcharts A.1 is presented in Appendix A.

V. THE USED QUALITY OF SERVICE METRICS

In the PRM scheme, the QoS is accepted as a measure of the service quality that the network offers to the applications or users; it is concerned with how the underlying communication network delivers the QoS-constrained sensor data to the sink while efficiently utilizing network resources and corresponding requirements. Our model proposes to define WSN QoS in terms of:
• N: The Number of messages handled in each node is used as a base metric to evaluate PRM scheme. The scenario assumes the source node sends 15 messages to the sink; each message is 36 bytes in length.

• MLR: Message Loss Rate is the percentage ratio of number of messages not received at the sink (lost in the network) to the number of messages generated at the source.

\[
MLR = \left( \frac{\text{Generated Source - Received Sink}}{\text{Generated Source}} \right) \times 100\% \tag{5}
\]

• AL: In a network, Average Latency, a synonym for average delay, is the average end-to-end delay of every message that is sent from source to sink, measured in m sec.

\[
AL = \frac{\sum(\text{Sim. time message} - \text{Creation time message})}{\text{No. of Messages}} \tag{6}
\]

• TP: Generally, Throughput is the amount of data transmitted between source and sink in a given amount of time. In our model, we use the throughput parameter to represent the mean value of the total transferred bits within a specific simulation time period.

\[
TP = \frac{\text{No. of Messages} \times \text{Message Length}}{\text{Average Latency}} \tag{7}
\]

• J: Jitter is a measure of the variability over time of the delay across a network, measured in m sec.

VI. SIMULATION AND RESULTS

To get a better insight to the behavior and performance of the suggested PRM scheme, the OMNeT++ simulator [12] is used. The used simulation method models:

• At design phase:
  - The multihop propagation of messages as a multi-stage queuing network.
  - All nodes in the network are located at predetermined locations.
  - Both source and sink nodes are predefined to be the pair of nodes that the tree of paths is going to be built between them.
  - The source sends 15 messages to the sink.
  - All ISPT and PRM paths are pre-established but used when they’d be needed.

• At runtime phase:
  - Randomly, the user selects the nodes that are wanted to be faulty.

The simulation work has extensively investigated the performance of the ISPT spreading and the PRM spreading in face of nodes failures for different \(x_{\text{diff}}, y_{\text{diff}}\) cases in all of the six contour shapes. To exemplify the established work, Figures 11 through 16 show the Graphical User Interface (GUI) layouts as well as the MLR for the ISPT rules (with no failed nodes and with failed nodes), and the PRM spreading in two samples:

• The non-symmetric rectangle contour, with \(x_{\text{diff}}=10\) and \(y_{\text{diff}}=4\), to represent the even \(x_{\text{diff}}\) contours.
• The symmetric hexagon contour with \(x_{\text{diff}}=9\) and \(y_{\text{diff}}=0\), to represent the odd \(x_{\text{diff}}\) contours.

By rerouting data around every failed node using the PRM rules, the same amount of the generated number of messages at the source is received by the sink node. In Table 1, an average MLR is shown for some even and odd values of \(x_{\text{diff}}\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(x_{\text{diff}})</th>
<th>ISPT (without failures)</th>
<th>ISPT (with failures)</th>
<th>PRM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>72.14286</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>49.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>56.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>75.33333</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>68.66667</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 11. ISPT vs. PRM in Terms of Average Latency in different \(x_{\text{diff}}\) Settings](image-url)
Observation 5.1: The AL measure in PRM introduces $\approx 85$ msec delay compared with the ISPT.

Observation 5.2: The PRM mean jitter measure shows approximately a 23.5 msec variance upon the ISPT.

Observation 5.3: The PRM and the ISPT throughput measurements tend to be the same.

VII. Conclusion

The ability to keep the dissemination protocols work smoothly in face of disturbances is important. This work investigates a method to mitigate the effect of node failures in the ISPT spreading of the WSN CGD protocol. It sets some rules to reroute data around failed sensors. The conducted simulation results show that the PRM scheme is straightforward and leads to significant results; the new PRM rules do not put excessive overhead on the original ISPT rules quality of service in terms of message loss rate, average latency, jitter, and throughput.
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Figure 11. ISPT spreading and MLR with no nodes failed in non-symmetric rectangle contour with $x_{diff}=10$ and $y_{diff}=4$

Figure 12. ISPT spreading and MLR with three failed nodes in non-symmetric rectangle contour with $x_{diff}=10$ and $y_{diff}=4$

Figure 13. PRM spreading and MLR with three failed nodes in non-symmetric rectangle contour with $x_{diff}=10$ and $y_{diff}=4$

Figure 14. ISPT spreading and MLR with no nodes failed in symmetric hexagon contour with $x_{diff}=9$ and $y_{diff}=0$

Figure 15. ISPT spreading and MLR with three failed nodes in symmetric hexagon contour with $x_{diff}=9$ and $y_{diff}=0$

Figure 16. PRM spreading and MLR with three failed nodes in symmetric hexagon contour with $x_{diff}=9$ and $y_{diff}=0$
APPENDIX A

Flowchart A1. General Behavior of Nodes in PRM Scheme